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star8ng at 02:33 

I: I’ve read your bio, can you tell me a bit more about Halalbooking? When you had the idea 
and why you had the idea? 

ES: Ini8ally the idea was from someone else, it was our current chief opera8ng officer (COO), 
his name is Enver Cebi. He tried it as a pilot, proposed it to me as an investor/CEO to join as 
a chain. Obviously I looked at it, reviewed it, it had a number of hotels with a high level of 
friendliness, and decided it was a brilliant business idea. I invested and we started. Originally 
it was someone else’s idea but I just took it and developed it into the current vision. 

I: What made you believe in the idea? What made you invest in it? 

ES: It’s because it’s solving a problem – a real real problem. When Enver came up with the 
idea he was solving it as a problem for himself. He was trying to find a suitable holiday for 
himself. He had gone through lots of obstacles and spent lots of 8me researching and trying 
to find a holiday. Being a Turkish speaker himself, he thought “if I spent so much 8me trying 
to find a Turkish resort myself, imagine how many people may not be as good searching for 
holidays on Turkish internet. So surely we can have a business that helps people search 
refined property according to their own halal needs, yeah?”. So that was the high level 
problem defini8on and problem solu8on which he proposed to me. And then obviously we 
went into detail about whether we were going to be a travel agency, a travel market place, 
website plaWorm. Are we going to focus on a par8cular market? But it was the actual 
problem which was there, and is there, and the actual solu8on which at the 8me was very 
cumbersome and long and there was no single place where you could search for this 
informa8on and we wanted to be a search plaWorm for that problem. 

I: You s8ll don’t have much compe88on as far as I can see? 

ES: Yes. Well it depends how you define compe88on. There’s two ways to define 
compe88on. There are companies that focus on this problem which is searching for halal 
friendly accommoda8on/property/hotel and then there are websites which don’t focus on 
this problem – and they’re just general giant websites. So there are two parts, if we’re 
talking about the first part then we are far far far ahead because we are a hi-tech travel 
company which hit on the problem in the right way. Despite being a rela8vely latecomer – 
we only came about 5/6 years ago – we easily overtook all the compe88on because we start 
early on as a technical project whilst everyone else approached as a travel agency type of 
business needs to be online. Fundamentally, this is a high-tech engineering project, and 
that’s why we’ve been so overwhelmingly successful thus far. We have a mobile website 
which is like an app – for some reason we haven’t developed an app yet because there are 
some other projects in the queue at the moment – but we have a very good mobile website 
which is just as a good as an app. It works in any country, it works in six languages and you 
can do the whole thing via your mobile – from searching to booking to payment. Everything.  



I: Okay, what are the six languages please? 

ES: Currently the six languages that we fully support end-to-end besides English are French, 
German, Arabic, Turkish and Russian.  

I: Any plans for Mandarin? 

ES: Not really top priority I would say. If you ask me what the next two or three languages 
are likely to be then mandarin wouldn’t be among them. Malaysian is a clear candidate to be 
the next, Persian is another language that is a candidate (Farsi). Mandarin is not one of them 
at the moment because in our sector we just focus on where the demand is. But we fully 
support six languages and that’s not just our website, it’s the full booking process and the 
payment gateways. Most importantly, we have a global customer service centre where we 
have about 10 ?? numbers in 20 countries. And we answer in those six languages, so we use 
those six languages end-to-end basically.  

I: Where do most of those na8onali8es come from? Can you give me a breakdown on where 
those customers are coming from in the world?  

ES: About five or six years ago when we first started, our main market was the United 
Kingdom because when you’re a small company you focus on one country and because 
we’re in the UK we focused on the UK first. If you asked me this ques8ons five or six years 
ago then 90% of them (the customers) would be from the UK. If you ask me today, I would 
say that 70% are from the European Union and you can split that preky evenly between the 
UK, Germany and France – out of the 70%, 20-20-20 are from UK, Germany and France. 
Others would be from Holland, Belgium and Scandinavia. We’re no longer UK focused 
because the UK isn’t the biggest single market – the EU is. If you ask me this ques8on in a 
couple of years’ 8me, I expect the EU to be less than 50% because we’re expec8ng to be 
growing massively in other countries such as Turkey, Malaysia and GCC (Gulf Corpera8on 
Council) countries such as Saudi Arabia.  

I: Why is that?  

ES: Because we have only recently just started there. Our Arabic website was launched just 
over a year ago now and our marke8ng in those countries, un8l this year, was very minimal 
or non-existent. But now we’re becoming a much richer company, we are inves8ng much 
more in there so we’re going to grow globally. Today we interviewed a Malaysian person for 
our call centre which gives you an idea that soon we’ll be planning to target every part of the 
world. So because our penetra8on level is much higher in the UK than it is in, for example, 
Malaysia, the opportunity to grow there is much higher. So if you grow two 8mes in the UK, 
you may grow 5-10 8mes more in Malaysia because the penetra8on level is lower there. It is 
because historically we focused more on the UK, Germany and France but now we’re 
star8ng to focus on more foreign markets. Those are actually much bigger markets. Turkey 
as a single country is bigger than the EU in terms of our custom, the same applies to Saudi 
Arabia, Malaysia, Indonesia etc.  



I: So the growth is huge for your company isn’t it? 
ES: Yes certainly. There are various figures from quite reliable sources… some say it’s 
$150bn, some say $230bn, but which ever figure it is it’s a very big figure [for the Halal 
Travel market]. It’s very big and we can debate what the figure is but it’s very big which is 
very logical. If you think about it, there are 1.7 billion muslims in the world. Not all of them 
are halal conscious but a significant amount are fully or par8ally halal conscious. We don’t 
get involved in determining what is fully halal or not, we just help them to find it according 
to their own defini8on of must have or good to have halal friendly criteria. If someone is 
halal conscious, even if they’re not muslim but happen to have similar requirements such as 
a private pool or villa for women which is not strictly speaking a muslim only criteria. If you 
define it widely, a significant part of this 1.7 billion will be our target audience. Obviously not 
all of them are rich enough to travel but it’s s8ll very very big. In the EU if we’ve managed to 
be so successful then surely it will be easy enough globally. We’ve done some market 
research in Turkey so we’ve had a massive influx of customers in Turkey so next year maybe 
it will become the single biggest country for us. As a des8na8on it’s big for us but as a 
market we’re a bit of a latecomer. Some people think we’re a Turkish company but we’re 
not, we’re a Bri8sh/English company but in the company there are lots of people with 
Turkish sounding names. 

I: Are you Turkish? 

ES: Yes but I’ve lived in Bri8an for most of my life. The person you spoke to before his 
German but he’s ethnically Turkish as well.  But fundamentally we’re an English/German 
company in that sense.  

I: There are 1.7 billion muslims in the world but how many customers do you have on an 
annual basis?  

ES: The customer base is of 140,000 

I: Is this the database?  

ES: Yes and the actual customers are over 10,000 in the past year. 10,000 families so that’s 
50,000 customers. Actually it’s more than that because some bookings are for up to 10 
families so it’s probably more.  

I: How do you expect that figure to look in 5 years 8me in the new world? 

14:53 ES: In the next year I’ll be disappointed if we don’t grow by more than two 8mes. The 
early indica8on is, because the season booking started in the December, that we will grow 
three or four 8mes. It’s what we’ve achieved in previous years and with our head of 
marke8ng we will expect to achieve that next year. In five years 8me we’re looking at one 
million customers and $1bn revenue.  

I: Do you plan to go public with an IPO?  



ES: Oh yeah. In 3-5 years that’s our target plan. It’s in our official investment documenta8on.  
I: You recently secured more funding didn’t you? 

ES: Yes and we’re in some nego8a8ons with some other VCs so there might be more news 
about that 

I: How much has been invested in your company so far from outside investors? 

ES: If you just count our two recent investments, each was $500k. One was a few months 
ago, one was a month or two ago. In total $1m. We’re in discussions now with a bunch of 
firms but it’s not a sealed deal, just nego8a8ons. There are a few in UK, Germany and EU. 
We’re talking up to 3m in investment. We’re seeking that this year (2016). We’re in the final 
stages of nego8a8ons.  

I: Do you publically disclose your revenues? 

ES: We do submit accounts in the UK because it’s a legal requirement, we don’t have to do 
that in other countries because we’re a private company. We do obviously provide more 
detailed informa8on to our investors. But from a legisla8on perspec8ve we are a limited 
company. It means we have to submit accounts, pay taxes etc. but we don’t do anything that 
a public company would require. At some stage we will disclose more since more people will 
be interested in us. 

I: Can you tell me about your revenue streams? How you make money from the company? 

ES: We get a booking and the booking isn’t directly linked to us – we’re just a market place 
to facilitate search and book service for the customer and for the hotel. Let’s say average 
booking is $1000, we get 15% of that on average of every booking (it averages 10-20%). It is 
a preky typical established market place sector. If you look at Booking.com and Expedia it’s 
the same model. 15% is preky standard. 

I: Do you view yourself as the Expedia of the Halal world?  

ES: Yes we say we are the Halal version of Booking.com, a likle different from Expedia. We’re 
Booking.com of halal travel.  

I: Did you view to make revenue through any other ways such as sponsorship? 

ES: Possibly, we have two possible future revenue streams. Firstly, we will have an 
adver8sement sec8on like TripAdvisor. They have a clear adver8sement sec8on where 
people know that the companies have paid to be there so that we stay an independent 
search and book plaWorm but a small sec8on on the right like Facebook or an 
adver8sement. There might be other halal players adver8sing there, whether it be a clothing 
brand… that will be in the future, it’s not in any immediate plans because a lot of companies 
want to capitalise on our traffic, we are a very influen8al brand. At the moment we don’t 
have a plaWorm there because it has to be a very clear adver8sement sec8on. But in the 



near term we think that whenever you’re looking at the hotel page on our website and 
you’re looking at the hotel des8na8on info, there might be suppliers who might not be 
bookable directly through our website such as Halal restaurants, but they want to be there. 
If they’re there and they click on it then these people will pay for us. So this is more directly 
halal hospitality sector providers and it will not just be an unrelated adver8sement, it will be 
related to a par8cular page on our website that you’re looking at. So if you’re looking at a 
hotel in Barcelona and there’s a sec8on that says Barcelona Info, it will say ‘nearby Halal 
restaurant’ and it will be sorted by its proximity to the hotel – if you want to be in the top 3 
we will charge for that. If people click on that and end up on your restaurants website then 
that is another revenue stream so it’s directly related to what they’re searching for. And then 
there’s completely random and wild adver8sement on the side like Facebook or TripAdvisor. 
So those are two possible revenue streams. There are other revenue streams like co-
opera8on with other brands, so if you buy something on our website then you get loyalty 
points. There’s all types of loyalty point scheme co-opera8ons that we could do. We already 
do that a bit on a manual basis but not much but in the future it will be more an automated 
and official revenue stream. 

23:45 I: Is there a market for a halal TripAdvisor site? 

ES: Absolutely, I think we are like TravelAdvisor in that sense. Booking.com is already a 
compe8tor to TripAdvisor when it comes hotel reviews. Reviews from Booking.com are 
actually more trusted because to leave a review you need to be the person who actually 
made the booking, so has to be a real customers and can only leave 1 review. We’re the 
same – only one person can come back to leave a review and answer the ques8ons. Unlike 
Booking.com In our view, reviews on our website are going to be from like-minded, Halal 
conscious travellers so every single review is useful. On booking.com, you will ready 100s of 
reviews and only one will be of value to you. On TripAdvisor it’s the same and its less 
trusted. So we’re par8ally a compe8tor to Trip Advisor when it comes to hotels only and that 
our hotels are the ones that we market. But in the long term, our aim is to not be just hotels, 
it’s also to be end-to-end travel provide. For example: if someone from Marrakesh wants to 
do an Alps tour, all the services will have a plaWorm on our website and they will be 
compe8ng for a customer.  

I: Not just tour operators but also ac8vity providers? 

ES: Any travel supplier except airlines, maybe airlines in the future, but our aim is to be end-
to-end travel with all the services provided whether that’s accommoda8on, day break, 
safari, ac8vi8es, transfers, we will be developing a sophis8cated func8onality in the future 
for all those ac8vi8es as well. There are some limited func8onali8es at the moment but in 
the future we will be developing a sophis8cated func8onality. For example: In Dubai, there 
might be a glamping ac8vity, but muslim families might have extra ques8ons and 
requirements so we will be the plaWorm where those ques8ons can be answer. For example: 
a lady in a hijab during glamping they need to sleep overnight in a tent in the desert – if you 
search many glamping providers they don’t say if it is a tent for each couple, or each family 
or will there be 2/3 families in one tent. That’s actually quite an interes8ng ques8on. You can 
email and find out but In the 21st century you need filters to search for these things. For 



example, on our website there is a func8on where you can search hotels with private family 
swimming pools. In the future when you’re looking for tour or ac8vity providers there will be 
an op8on where you can filter tents for individual private families and you’ll be able to check 
that. That’s just an example of the func8onality that we will have and all the suppliers can 
add their services to our plaWorm and that will be searchable to our halal-conscious 
customers.  But yes we will be a bookable trip advisor for all of the travel needs. 

I: You told me earlier that you had some expansion plans, could you tell me more about 
those in terms of services and countries? 

ES: In 3-5 years, we want to be a total end-to-end travel, one stop shop, search and book 
plaWorm for the halal conscious traveller. Whether it’s health, business or leisure travel  - 
whether it’s accommoda8on, day and night services – everything. Maybe except flights. End-
to-end travel provider including accommoda8on, day8me and ground services, experiences, 
tourism and stuff like that. That is our mission. In terms of market and des8na8on, we want 
to be from anywhere to anywhere. If you’re travelling from London to Berlin, we should be 
your end-to-end, one stop shop answer to your needs where it’s business, leisure. City break 
etc. If you’re from Malaysia travelling to Peru, we should be your answer. If you’re from 
Indonesia travelling to London, we should be your answer. From anywhere to anywhere, 
whether you’re a halal conscious or semi-halal conscious traveller, we want to be the search 
plaWorm for you for all your travel needs. That’s a long term 3-5 year mission statement. 
Short term plans in the next couple of years? We want to expand in three markets – Turkey, 
GCC and Asia because we’re rela8vely late starters there in comparison to the EU. In terms 
of des8na8on, we are now very strong in Turkey and UAE as des8na8ons and as a priority 
we want to get big European ci8es – London, Paris, Grenada, Switzerland etc. And get very 
big in the Asia PAC as a des8na8on. So the previous ones are market source markets, and I’m 
talking about des8na8ons now, the main ones we want are Asia PAC and European city 
breaks. Those are short term. In the long term we’re focusing on North Africa, like Morocco, 
America, Eastern Europe etc. The two big ones we’re focussing on at the moment are EU and 
Asian Pacific. In terms of func8onality, we will be developing func8onality besides hotels and 
accommoda8on such a resorts, city hotels, apartments. So we’re going to develop other 
product lines like daily tools and other ground services. Those are our short term plans 
surrounding market, des8na8on and technology expansion.  

32:50 I: How many proper8es do you have on the site? 

ES: Including the ones that are about to go live we have about 1000 proper8es and by the 
end of the next year we are adding 10,000.  

I: So you’re planning to 8mes it by 10? 

ES: Yes. Because you have to remember up un8l this year we only focused on beach resorts. 
They’re small in number but in every property you have about 1000 rooms. So in 100 
proper8es there are 100,000 rooms a day and we’ve been able to fill a lot of them. But we’re 
adding a lot more smaller proper8es now like hotels that may only have 20 or 30 rooms 
which is essen8ally one booking per day. We’re now expanding in different way in terms of 



number of proper8es because when you’re sell a resort you’re selling a par8cular 
des8na8on. So if it is an island in Indonesia and you’re selling one big resort there then 
you’ll be able to sell it. But for a city hotel, you need to keep a choice of hotels in that 
des8na8on, around 30-40 hotels, and then people will choose. When people go to a city 
break, they choose the des8na8on and then a hotel. Whilst if people go on a leisure holiday, 
our customers are very interested in the facili8es. They’re more than happy to go to Turkey, 
Asia or Morocco as long as the brand of hotel meets their needs. It’s a very different thinking 
and selec8on process. So un8l this year we only focused on resorts but now we’re focussed 
on city hotels, accommoda8on and winter results and stuff like that. We’re a different type 
of expansion now than we were doing in previous years. Most importantly, all the leg work 
in terms of the technology stack development that needs to be done to add all those 
proper8es has been done. So now we’re working on new contracts with chains and adding 
them to our website. Technology wise we have a very scalable system to add lots of hotels 
but now we have also developed our extra website which is a suppliers website. In the past 
we used to have to approach hotels saying “Can we work together? We can market you. We 
can market your halal friendliness in this facility and get you lots of bookings” but now we’re 
have lots of hotels queueing to be added to our website. The brand is big, they’ve heard 
about us and they see us as an extra revenue stream.  

I: Would you accept any hotel or is there some criteria? Obviously halal hotel but apart from 
that? 

ES: In the past we focussed on highly halal friendly places. Out of 100 8cks, they had 30-40 
8cks. That was our focus, but now we’ve developed a scalable system to add hotels in 
massive numbers and for them to add themselves too, now we’re open to everyone. 
Whatever halal features they have they can 8ck those on our supplier website and the more 
8cks they have the more marketable they will be. If they have a 8ck saying halal food for 
example, and they say all their food is halal, only fully halal food hotels will be filtered. But if 
they 8ck that only some food is halal on the menu then obviously more hotels will appear. 
Let’s say an intercon8nental hotel in Hyde park says that their chicken is always halal, they 
will come up in the search results as ‘some food is halal’ but not ‘all food is halal’. So the 
answer is yes. If you have at least one 8ck of Halal friendliness, then you can be added to our 
website. The more 8cks you 8ck, the more marketable you are and the more hits you will 
get. That’s how it works. We’re not defining what is halal and what is not, we’re puung it 
down to 100 8cks in a very user friendly fashion that is categorised into filters and sub filters. 
Anyone can be added, but the more 8cks they have the more they will appeal.  

I: How many staff do you have? 

ES: At the moment only 30 people but we’re growing very fast – we are literally doubling 
every year. Last year we were 15-18 people and now we’re around 35. We have staff in 8 
loca8ons. Two major loca8ons are Reading, UK. We’re a London registered company but the  
Main opera8onal centre is in Thames Valley. We also have an office in Eastern Europe and 
that’s where our engineering team is and we have one or two people in various loca8ons. 
We’re likely to double next year.  



I: Seeing as we work for an Abu Dhabi paper, do you know how many of our ???? clients you 
have? 

ES: I don’t have exact numbers but at the moment I would say that GCC is no more than 10% 
but it’s because we only started late in that market. We only started to marke8ng in that 
area maybe a year ago. So this percentage is going to increase but at the moment it’s 10% 

39:44 I: What’s driving the Halal tourism market? Where’s the demand coming from?  

ES: The biggest markets are the EU, Turkey, GCC and Asia Pacific. Probably Asia Pacific is the 
biggest one because of popula8on. GCC is good because of the spending power despite it 
not being big in terms of popula8on. Turkey is quite a good one because economically it’s 
beker off than 10-15 years ago and a majority of people are full or semi halal conscious. EU 
because people are richer here. So those four are source market centres. 2/3 years, Eastern 
Europe and CIS (formerly Soviet Union) were a bigger market but since the oil price went 
down it has become a smaller market. Big number of muslims in Eastern Europe too in 
Russia, Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan. There are 40 million indigenous muslims there, not 
immigrants, but because of the oil price they’re not the biggest market at the moment but it 
is poten8ally a big cluster.  

I: Could you agree that the growing muslim popula8on is driving demand? 

ES: Yes. Obviously our main customer base is muslims, not just any muslims but halal 
conscious muslims. But strictly speaking this isn’t just about muslim holidays – it’s about 
leisure and business travel and those halal criteria aren’t just for muslims they can be 
universal to some extent. I suspect 2-3% of our booking are from non-muslims and I would 
expect that number to increase.  

I: So what are non-muslims geung from the site? 

ES: There are two types of non-muslims. 1) They are booking it because of the criteria they 
have which we call halal-conscious travel criteria – for example: if a newly wed non-muslim 
pair want a private villa in Malta and they want their suite to be 100% private then they can 
go and look at our website. Muslim families want that and some non-muslims families want 
that too. So that’s not a strictly speaking muslim criteria, that’s a universal criteria. Another 
example could be a Jewish customer who would be kosher-conscious in terms of food would 
want to book a hotel in a non-muslim country, they want somewhere that is halal food 
friendly because to them, that is beker than nothing. So if they can’t find kosher food then 
halal food is s8ll good. It will work the other way round too in future when we add new 
hotels. We don’t have kosher food friendly hotels at the moment but we will add it because 
kosher food is as good as halal food. So in New York I would struggle to find a hotel with 
Halal food but I would look for Kosher.  

I: What about families that don’t want to be around alcohol? 



ES: Yes, some do. For some it is important for some it isn’t. It depends on the family but also 
the type they want to have. For example: if a family wants an all inclusive leisure resort 
holiday and they will be spending most of their 8me in the resort, I think a non-alcoholic 
environment would be very cri8cal. But if they go for a city break and don’t expect to spend 
any 8me in the hotel apart from breakfast then they will be less conscious about the non-
alcoholic environments in the restaurants of that hotel. They might be more interested in 
the halal restaurants in the proximity of the hotel. Our website can help define which hotels 
have a high proximity of halal restaurants near the hotel. Depending on the family their 
requirements may change, that’s why we don’t label places as high halal or low halal and we 
don’t use star ra8ngs. We let the individuals and the families decide what is must have and 
good to have with our sophis8cated search mechanism which is good for filtering and helps 
them narrow down to what they want. So coming back to your ques8on about non-muslims, 
there are two types. One is they have similar halal requirements, second is if they like how 
user friendly our website is, we pay a lot of aken8on to that. We have some fantas8c travel 
sector features which are not specific to muslims but they are very specific to family 
booking. Family booking is very difficult because of the children and different ages and you 
don’t know what price is the full price. Is this the right room for the family or will we need a 
bigger room? One of our features is called precise family prizing and room suitability 
guarantee. This means that you can select the right room and you see the price that you’re 
paying and you can do price to price comparison. So a lot of people in the future may book 
the hotel and they won’t care about the halal side of things but they like the price 
comparison process. 

I: Can you tell me about some trends you expect to see in the halal tourism market in the 
coming years? 

ES: We are definitely expec8ng it to grow to a billion-dollar company but if we’re talking 
about modern trends – there is definitely some hoo-ha and a lot of popularism and hyper 
about it. Those will die out and what is really important will stay. For example: in the halal 
economy there is a lot of talk about halal cosme8cs. When it comes to travel there is some 
talk about halal friendly airlines - although there is a small business for that I just don’t think 
it will ever take off for various reasons. So all these non-important things will die down and 
the important things will come up such as food and drink and leisure facili8es. People 
seriously underes8mate the importance of leisure facili8es. This reason might be the single 
biggest reason why families choose hotel A over hotel B. We certainly don’t underes8mate 
that. Important criteria will become clearer whilst less important criteria will become less 
clear. People who are making hype will die out, people who are solving real problems will 
stay. When you look at our website and look at our filters, it becomes clear that this isn’t just 
about halal food, it’s about lots of things. Even with halal food – the best thing is everything 
in the hotel being halal, the next best thing is halal food can be par8ally available upon 
request. And there are certain things in the menu that are halal and kosher. I think a more 
correct, sophis8cated understanding of requirements will develop, a lot of it is not rocket 
science. If they can’t do the best thing for the halal customers, then they can do the next 
best thing. If they can’t have a separate spa for ladies full 8me then they can have two hours 
available for them. That would be good enough for many customers. I’ve seen some spa 
centres in the UK having two days for ladies only who are muslims – it’s just a general 



requirement. I think the most sophis8cated understanding and deciphering of this halal 
travel thing will happen and when that does happen a lot more hotel will start offering 
par8al halal friendliness. There’ll be a wider choice of customers and with a website like ours 
they will be easy to find. A skiing resort in Northern Italy which has nothing but Halal food 
on advance request, a skier will book it because they will know they will have no troubles 
with halal food.  

I: What do you do when you’re not working, what are your hobbies? 

ES: I’m a family man, I have two teenage boys, we travel a lot ourselves, we are keen 
travellers, I fly more than once a week. We travel and see the world, that’s one hobby as a 
family. I’m rela8vely into sports, whether it’s football, rugby or an ice hockey match – we will 
go to watch those as well. Also movies. I do a lot of analyse of movies on my blog as well. So 
I would say those three things – movies, sports and travel.  

51:39 I: Final ques8on, what has been the most challenging part of seung up Halalbooking? 

ES: I would say because we started from the UK market I would say it was a lot more 
challenging than star8ng from a German or Turkish market because we ended up doing two 
different types of marke8ng with challenges. One challenge was building the brand and its 
credibility which is a usual thing for any start up. But there was another challenge which was 
that people don’t understand what Halal travel is in the UK market whereas in the German 
market people understood it straight away so we didn’t need to adver8se the idea or the 
concept. So the main challenge we had when we started 5/6 years ago was to adver8se two 
things – one was explaining what halal travel was to our poten8al customers. We call this 
the iPhone effect. When the iPhone first appeared they had to explain that this wasn’t just a 
telephone, it is a mobile device and that’s why you would pay thousands of dollars for that. 
You’re not just saying that it’s a beker phone than Nokia, you’re having to say that it’s a very 
different device. It was a bigger challenge. So people who were poten8al customers when 
they first saw the iphone, you would say ‘Would you pay $1000 for a sophis8cated mobile 
device?’ and they would say no. But if you explain it to them properly then they will. So you 
will have that problem when you start and we was unlucky to start with the UK market.  

I: What do you enjoy most about your job? 

ES: I enjoy that you’re solving a real real problem for a global popula8on. We have so many 
customers emailing us and praising us saying thank you very much. It’s not just about 
money, obviously we want to make money and be commercially successful but apart from 
that, building a brand that solves real problems for real people.  

I: Why did it take so long for someone to come up with this idea? 

ES: I think it’s two things. One thing is that travel of this nature became a lot more in8mate 
focused. 10 years ago there was no Booking.com or Expedia so that’s one thing – the 
in8mate focus facilitated things. But the other thing was that muslim demographics of the 
last 10-15 years became a lot more interested in travel. Whether it’s people in GCC or 



second genera8on muslims in Europe, Asia pacific people. I’d say 10-15 years ago they 
travelled a lot less than non-muslim people. I think these two trends together, internet at 
one end which obviously makes things a lot more faster and globalised and muslims 
becoming a lot more wealthy and open to travel beyond religious travel – they used to just 
go to Mecca and Medina but now they want to experience leisure. The two trends 
coincided. For example: in Turkey the sector has existed for 15-20 years but it just wasn’t 
globalised, it was Turkish resorts for Turkish people. We were the first company that made it 
global.  

I: Have muslims become richer as well? 

ES: I think so. Let’s take the first genera8on of muslims in Britain. Their first priority was 
living and building a house, start visi8ng their rela8ves in India and Pakistan and if they had 
some disposable income, they would go to Hajj (Islamic pilgrimage in Mecca). Their children 
who were more European and didn’t feel so connected to travelling to Pakistan because 
their rela8ves were now in the UK. Their kids don’t want to go to Pakistan, they want to go 
to Majorca. It’s not that they’re richer, they’re just more willing to spend their disposable 
income on travel. GCC is much wealthier than it was before – Dubai 30-40 years ago wasn’t 
rich but now it is a wealthy country. Qatar is now the wealthiest country in the world per 
person, imagine how many 8mes they fly and how much they spend. So they became more 
open to travel – also young people and ladies travelling on their own. I don’t think 30/40 
years ago ladies from the UK would travel by themselves. Now there is the internet there is 
much less uncertainty about where you will stay and what you will expect. You can book an 
Uber to the hotel and you know that the hotel is this secure and stuff like that so more 
people are open to travel and muslims in par8cular 

I: Finally, how old are you? 

ES: I’m 38. In a few days 39. 

 ENDS


